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NOTE

ISO 14000: POTENTIAL COMPLIANCE AND
PREVENTION GUIDELINES FOR EPA AND

DOJ
Henry P. Baer, Jr.*
Environmental programs that focus on the end of the pipe or the
top of the stack, on cleaning up after the damage is done, are no
longer adequate. We need new policies, technologies, and
processes that prevent or minimize pollution-that stop it from
being created in the first place.
President George Bush, 1990'

T

INTRODUCTION

he International Organization for Standardization ("ISO"),'

* J.D. Candidate, 1997, Fordham Univ. School of Law.
1. EPA Pollution Prevention Strategy, 56 Fed. Reg. 7849 (1991).
2. ISO is not an acronym for the organization's title (the organization has
rejected this to avoid confusion during interpretation into the various natural
languages served by ISO), but is a greek prefix meaning "equal." ISO Homepage,
available on INTERNET at <http://www.iso.ch.>.
3. ISO 14000 is actually a series of standards currently being developed by
ISO. For clarity, this Note will refer to the body as a whole as a single standard,
ISO 14000, and will refer to specific standards within the series by the specific
series number. The following ISO 14000 sections were published on September
1, 1996:
ISO 14001, ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS, Specification with Guidance for Use (Int'l Org. for Standardization, Draft Int'l Standard 1995) [hereinafter ISO 14001];
ISO 14004, ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS, General Guidelines on
Principles, Systems and Supporting Techniques (Int'l Org. for Standardization,
Draft Int'l Standard) [hereinafter ISO 14004];
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will publish ISO 14000,' an international standard for environmental management systems ("EMS"),4 in the fall of 1996. The
goal of this international standard is to reduce pollution and environmental contamination globally through the standardization of
corporate management practices and procedures.' ISO 14000 is a

The following ISO 14000 sections are due for publication in the fall of
1996:
ISO 14010, ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS, Guidelines for Environmental Auditing, General Principles (Int'l Org. for Standardization, Draft Int'l
Standard) [hereinafter ISO 14010];

ISO 14011, ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT

SYSTEMS,

Guidelines for Environ-

mental Auditing, Audit Procedures, Auditing of EMS (Int'l Org. for Standardization, Draft Int'l Standard) [hereinafter ISO 14011];
ISO 14012, ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS, Guidelines for Environmental Auditing, Qualification Criteria for Environmental Auditors (Int'l Org. for
Standardization, Draft Int'l Standard) [hereinafter ISO 14012].
The following ISO sections are due for publication in 1997:

ISO 14020, ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT

SYSTEMS,

Environmental Label-

ing--General Principles (Int'l Org. for Standardization, Committee Draft 1995)
[hereinafter ISO 14020];
ISO 14021, ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS, Environmental Labeling-Self Declaration Environmental Claims-Terms and Definitions (Int'l Org.
for Standardization, Committee Draft 1995) [hereinafter ISO 14021];
ISO 14024, ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS, Environmental Labelling-Practitioner Programs-Guide Principles, Practices and Certification Procedures of Multiple Criteria (Type I) Programs (Int'l Org. for Standardization,
Committee Draft 1995) [hereinafter ISO 14024];
ISO 14040.2, ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS, Environmental Management-Life Cycle Assessment-Principles and Guidelines (Int'l Org. for Standardization, Committee Draft 1995) [hereinafter ISO 14040.2];

ISO 14060, ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT

SYSTEMS,

Guide for Inclusion of

Environmental Aspects in Product Standards (Int'l Org. for Standardization, Committee Draft 1995) [hereinafter ISO 140601.
4. ISO 14001 defines an environmental management system as "[tihat part of
the overall management system which includes organizational structure, planning
activities, responsibilities, practices, procedures, processes and resources for developing, implementing, achieving, reviewing and maintaining the environmental
policy." ISO 14001, supra note 3, § 3.5.
5. While the standard can be used by any actor with potential environmental
impact (i.e. corporations, sole proprietorships, partnerships, etc.) the largest global
impact, and the focus of this Note, is on use by corporations. See, e.g., Markets
and Management ISO 14000: Standards Will Add to Biz Success, American
Political Network, Greenwire, Nov. 10, 1995. As a result, this Note will refer to
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bold attempt to standardize processes and policies necessary for
effective environmental management through prevention and raw
source protection.6
The publication of ISO 14000 should have a substantial influence on corporate management worldwide.7 Proponents claim
that a single environmental management standard will encourage
environmental excellence, harmonize national rules, avoid conflicting regulations, promote international trade, increase credibility of industry and government, raise the national and international standards of production, and promote sustainable development in developing countries.8 Consequently, adoption of ISO
14000 could lead to increased investment potential, lower insurance rates, and lower production costs for participating corporations.9
Reaction to ISO 14000, however, has not been entirely favorable.! ° While many industrial leaders looking for acceptable alternatives to current regulations are hoping ISO 14000 will receive official recognition as an appropriate management system,
others fear the possibility of harsh reporting requirements or an
onerous and expensive certification process. 1 The
Environmental Protection Agency ("EPA") appears to be concerned that ISO 14000 does not address all the areas in which
acceptable management standards are required." Additional con-

all potential users as a corporation or a corporate entity.
6. See ISO 14001, supra note 3.
7. See infra part II.
8. See Anthony L. Young, Esq., An Overview of ISO 9000 Application to
Drug, Medical Device, and Environmental Management Issues, 49 FOOD &
DRUG L.J. 469, 476-77 (1994).
9. ToM TIBOR ET AL., ISO 14000: A GUIDE TO THE NEW ENVIRONMENTAL
MANAGEMENT STANDARDS 27 (1995).

10. See infra notes 139-43 and accompanying text.
11. Telephone interview with Kenneth Berlin, Partner, Skadden, Arps, Slate,
Meagher & Flom (Dec. 10, 1995).
12. Although EPA is currently in the process of considering whether official
recognition of the standard is appropriate and has yet to make any statements

regarding its strength or weakness, their reactions to questions and comments
made regarding other issues suggests some significant concerns. See ISO 14000
Update: Draft Global EMS Standard Approved, with Some Changes, 6 Bus. &
ENV'T, Mar. 1, 1995, available in WESTLAW BUSENV File, 1995 WL
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cems regarding ISO 14000 focus on the composition of the certification body, 3 as well as the definition of appropriate performance levels. 4 Finally, some critics have expressed the fear that
ISO 14000, if adopted by local governments, would constitute a
non-tariff trade barrier in violation of the General Agreement on
Trade and Tariffs ("GATT") or the North American Free Trade
Agreement ("NAFTA"). 5
This Note will argue that the EPA and the Department of Justice ("DOJ") should 6 incorporate ISO 14000 within their existing enforcement policies and procedures. Specifically, federal
agencies dealing with corporate polluters should employ ISO
14000 in making decisions regarding what penalties will be
sought, defining what settlement packages will be offered, sentencing guilty corporations and analyzing corporate due diligence,
intent, and good faith. 7 Furthermore, carefully structured agency
recognition of ISO 14000 would not only be practical and consistent with U.S. environmental regulation, 8 but would also allow

8380342.
13. Some of the concerns in this arena are ensuring consistent interpretation
and enforcement of the standards, self-declaration versus third party certification,
qualification of the certifying bodies themselves, and competence of the auditors.
TIBOR,

supra note 9, at 17.

14. As this is a process standard, not a performance standard, the specific
goals and activities are defined by the companies themselves within the ISO
guidelines. Id. at 16.
15. Id. at 15.
16. This Note advocates the formal incorporation of ISO 14000 within existing EPA and DOJ guidelines for enforcement as an available method to fulfill
current agency requirements to qualify for preferred treatment. It is vital to understand, however, that this is based upon an assumption that certain unresolved
issues will be resolved to the satisfaction of regulatory agencies. The reliability of
the certification process, the satisfactory reporting requirements, and acceptable
control on performance goals set by each corporation, are some of the most controversial aspects of ISO 14000.
17. It should be further noted that recognition of the standards as proof of
corporate intent and due diligence within the regulations themselves would also
serve a valuable end. However, as this process would involve Congressional
action and amendment of current regulations, it is beyond the scope of this Note.
For a more detailed discussion of current EPA and DOJ existing policies and
procedures, see part III.B-C infra.
18. See discussion infra part III.A.
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for better environmental protection, reduced industrial liability,
increased investment security, and a rise in both production and
protection standards.
Federal agency recognition of ISO 14000 would be consistent
with published goals and policies of the EPA and DOJ. Both
agencies currently recognize the benefit of effective self-evaluations, internal compliance programs and initiatives, and preventive measures in general.19 By incorporating ISO 14000 within
these existing guidelines, the federal government would increase
the utility of the standard and provide a more exact definition of
acceptable compliance measures and programs.
It must be stressed that while ISO 14000 defines appropriate
and acceptable management systems, it does not dictate performance objectives."0 Consequently, it should not be viewed as
another form of regulatory mandate. ISO 14000 can, however, be
incorporated within other levels of control to effectively encourage a greater industrial commitment to pollution prevention.
Federal agencies could consider whether a corporation is ISO
14000 certified when awarding grants, prioritizing enforcement
goals, defining what penalties will be sought for which action,
and when negotiating settlements. 2'
Part I of this Note will analyze the International Organization
for Standardization as a body, with specific attention to its most
recently published standard, ISO 9000.22 It will also examine
ISO 14000 in detail, from the drafting of the standard to its specific provisions. Part II will examine the potential benefits and
liabilities of ISO 14000 within the industrial complex. It will analyze the expected effect on industry in general and briefly explore

19. See infra notes 173-92 and accompanying text.
20. See generally ISO 14001, supra note 3.
21. In its 1991 Pollution Prevention Strategy, the EPA established that credit
within these areas was an appropriate incentive for corporate participation in
preventative programs. EPA Pollution Prevention Strategy, 56 Fed. Reg. 7849,
7850 (1991).
22. ISO 9000 is a quality management standard adopted in 1987. Although it
was originally met with some skepticism, it has grown into a highly accepted and
respected part of management in many U.S. industries. See, e.g., ISO 9000 Standards dominate mill quality efforts in North America, PULP & PAPER, Thurs.,
June 1, 1995.
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existing standardization efforts. Part III will analyze the appropriate use of ISO 14000 within current regulation. It will explore the
regulatory scheme as presently enforced by EPA and DOJ, specifically those agencies' recognition of preventative measures, compliance programs, and the protection of self-auditing corporate
actors. This Note will conclude that ISO 14000 should be incorporated within EPA and DOJ regulations which establish enforcement prioritization, what penalty will be sought with each action
and what settlement package will be offered.
I. AN OVERVIEW OF THE STRUCTURE, PROCEDURE AND
STANDARDS OF ISO

ISO, based in Geneva, Switzerland, is a private organization
comprised of representative national standards bodies from 111
countries.23 Since its founding in 1946, ISO has developed and
published over 8000 product technical standards.14 ISO 14000,

the first comprehensive and unified25 step towards a consistent
and enforceable international standard for environmental management, is the result of a massive2 6 and focused27 international ef23. TIBOR, supra note 9, at 27.
24. ISO defines product technical standards as:
a documented agreement containing technical specifications or other
precise criteria to be used consistently as a rule, guideline, or definition of characteristics, to ensure that materials, products, processes,
and services are fit for their purpose. Ideally, standards are designed
to facilitate international trade by increasing the reliability and effectiveness of goods and services.
Id.
25. There are some existing national and international EMS standards. Internationally, there is the EMAS and BS 7750. Domestically, the EPA has developed "Project XL" and "ELP." See CorporateEnvironmental Excellence Proposals Offer Alternative to Regulatory Rollback, 6 BUS. AND THE ENV'T, Apr. 1,
1995, available in WESTLAW, BUSENV file, 1995 WL 8380373. None, however have received the universal backing and acceptance that ISO may attain. Id.
See infra part II for a detailed discussion of existing standards.
26. The initial meeting of the technical committee charged with creating this
international standard ("TC 207") involved approximately 200 delegates from
over 30 countries. TIBOR, supra note 9, at 32.
27. The standard procedure for publication of international standards usually
takes five years from proposal to publication. ISO 14000 has taken less than two
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fort.2" It has been designed not only to satisfy greatly varying
national standards, levels of industrialization, and environmental
regulations, but also to reconcile the frequently conflicting interests of industry, governmental agencies, and environmental
organizations.29 The diversity of the participants in the drafting
of the standard, the rigorous process which developed the standard, and the final product itself make it superior to any existing
standard, and worthy of American regulatory recognition.
A. ISO Structure and Procedures
ISO is divided into approximately 180 technical committees
("TC") which are created to investigate potential areas of standardization and, when appropriate, to control the formulation and
drafting of the standards.3" TCs are broken down into subcommittees ("SC") which are responsible for individual features within the specialized area.3 Technical advisory groups ("TAG"),
formed by each nation, provide input and direction to each individual TC. SubTAGs provide the national representation for each
SC. 2 As a result, each member nation has representation and
direct input at each level of the process.
There are five stages which a potential standard goes through
before it reaches official publication. At the Proposal Stage, ISO
ensures that there is sufficient international need for standardization, and that there is sufficient national support and commitment

years. Id. at 6.
28. See infra notes 30-38 and accompanying text.
29. ISO is made up of over 100 member countries, represented by national
standards organizations. Within these standards bodies are governmental agencies,
environmental groups, and industrial leaders. TIBOR, supra note 9, at 27. The
U.S. representative to ISO is the American National Standards Institute, a national standards organization made up of 1300 national and international companies, 30 government agencies, 20 institutions, and 250 professional, technical,
trade, labor, and consumer organizations. EPA Awards ANSI Grant to Develop
Information Workshops on Environmental Standardization,PR Newswire, Dec. 2,
1994, available in WESTLAW, PRNEWS file. See also TIBOR, supra note 9, at
26.
30. TIBOR, supra note 9, at 28.
31. Id.
32. Id.
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for the establishment of this standard.3 3 Working groups then
determine the specifics of the draft standards during the Preparatory Stage. The standards can go through the Preparatory Stage
several times before a draft is agreed on.34 Next, these drafts are
sent through the Committee Stage where they are further discussed and amended.35 When there is an acceptable draft, the
standard reaches the Approval Stage where it is circulated among
all ISO members.36 Once a draft is accepted during the Approval
Stage, it becomes a Draft International Standard ("DIS"), which
is circulated for six months for comments and votes. 37 Finally, if
two-thirds of the member nations vote in favor of a DIS, it is
published as an international standard. This entire process usually
takes over five years.38
The final standards, as published, are not regulations nor designed to create legal requirements. They are intended as voluntary industrial guides for uniform and acceptable management
practice.39 The two most recently published standards also include the potential for verification of compliant management
practices and official certification' through third-party verification.41
Although the standards are not intended to be laws, countries
have the option of: (1) adopting the standard as written and published by ISO as the national standard; (2) adopting the standard
with local amendments, changes and language, but still equivalent
to the ISO version; or (3) choosing not to adopt the standard at
all. Regardless of the host country's decision, a company can

33. Id.
34. TIBOR, supra note 9, at 29.

35. Id.
36. Id.
37. Id.
38. See id. at 27-29.
39. See id. at 16.
40. The terms registration, certification and accreditation have slightly varying
meanings within ISO, but are treated as interchangeable for the purposes of this
Note.
41. See ISO 14001, supra note 3; TIBOR, supra note 9, at 30-31.
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seek registration with an accredited third party auditor, or can do
an internal audit, and declare itself in compliance with the standard. 42
B. ISO 9000
The ISO 9000 quality management standards,43 published in
1987, defined corporate policies and programs necessary to ensure a minimal level of quality for all products produced by certified companies. They were established "to harmonize conflicting
national commercial quality standards."' The ISO 9000 series
allows registration in one of three differing standards: (1) 9003,
which covers the finished product quality control, including detection and control of problems;45 (2) 9002, which includes quality control elements of 9003, as well as basic quality assurance
standards (management responsibility, control systems review,
training, etc.); and (3) 9001, which incorporates components of
9002, as well as covering elements including design, development
and production, and installation and service. '
Although the standards were met with some initial skepticism,
they have grown into a de facto requirement among international
markets.47 In a 1995 survey, 72% of the corporate executives
from the North American pulp and paper industry said that their
quality systems were based on ISO standards, and 77% said that
they were certified or moving in that direction.4" Indeed, the
series has been adopted by over 90 countries, and more than

42. While ISO 14000 allows a corporation to do a complete self-evaluation
and declare themselves in compliance with the standards, the primary use of the
standard is expected to be third party certification. TIBOR, supra note 9, at 45.
43. As with ISO 14000, ISO 9000 includes several distinct standards. For
clarity, this Note will refer to the ISO 9000 quality standards entirely as ISO
9000, and each individual standard as its proper designation.
44. Anthony L. Young, An Overview of ISO 9000 Application to Drug, Medical Device, and Environmental Management Issues, 49 FOOD & DRUG L.J. 469,
476-77 (1994).
45. Id.

46. Id.
47. Id.
48. ISO 9000 Standards Dominate Mill Quality Efforts in North America,
PULP AND PAPER, June 1, 1995, available in WESTLAW, 1995 WL 8565500.
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70,000 companies worldwide have been certified in one of the
three ISO standards.49
C. ISO 14000
In its initial phases, there was considerable debate regarding
whether the international standards on environmental management
systems should simply be created within the existing ISO 9000
standards or whether they needed, and were appropriate for, independent standards. 0 The Strategic Action Group on the Environment ("SAGE") was formed in 1991 to examine that very question." After SAGE determined that an independent environmental standard was necessary, ISO created TC5 2 207 to establish an
environmental management system standard.
TC 207"3 met for the first time in June, 1993." 4 Its initial
goal was the "standardization in the field of environmental management tools and systems," and its final product was "a comprehensive set of standards for every aspect of environmental management."55
TC 207 has issued five standards that have reached DIS status,
due for publication in 1996, and five that have reached the com-

49. TIBOR, supra note 9, at

30.

50. Id. at 32.
51. Id.
52. Id.
53. TC 207 was split into six international SC's and one working group. They
were, respectively:
SCI: Environmental Management System, Chaired by the United
Kingdom;
SC2: Environmental Auditing, Chaired by the Netherlands;
SC3: Environmental Labeling, Chaired by Australia;
SC4: Environmental Performance Evaluation, Chaired by the United
States;
SC5: Life Cycle Analysis, Chaired by France;
SC6: Terms and Definitions, Chaired by Norway;
WGI: Environmental Aspects in Product Standards Chaired by Germany.
TIBOR, supra note 9, at 36-38.
54. Id. at 32.
55. Id. at 34.
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mittee draft stage, due for publication in 1997.56 The standards
are independent of one another, but are designed to complement
each other and to further define and guide the use of each standard.
It is important to note that ISO 14001 is the only standard
available for registration. It focuses on criteria and steps which
can be measured by an independent auditor for certification or the
company itself for self-declaration.58 The other standards offer
internal guidance and detailed procedures for corporations to
follow in implementing the ISO 14001 EMS.59 For example,
while ISO 14001 defines the requirements of an effective
EMS,' ISO 14004 offers specific guidance for the most effective internal implementation of this EMS.6 1 Similarly, ISO
14001 requires regular internal environmental audits to determine
the effectiveness of the current EMS,62 while ISO 14010 and
14011 offer specific guidance for carrying out these audits.63
This Note will consider ISO 14001 as the central standard, and
the EMS defined by ISO 14001 as the EMS for the standard as a
whole.
The environmental management system advocated by ISO
14001 is organized into five areas: (1) definition of a corporate
environmental policy;' (2) formulation of a plan to implement
the policy;65 (3) implementation and operation of the plan;' (4)
measurement, monitoring, and evaluation of environmental performance, and corrective action;67 and (5) review and continual
improvement of the management systems.' Viewed as an inte-

56. See supra, note 3.
57. ISO 14001, supra note 3, Introduction at 4.

58. ISO 14001, supra note 3, § 4.
59. See supra note 3.

60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.

ISO 14001,
ISO 14004,
ISO 14001,
ISO 14010,
ISO 14001,
Id. § 4.2.

66. Id. § 4.3.
67. Id. § 4.4.
68. Id. § 4.5.

supra note
supra note
supra note
supra note
supra note

3, § 4.
3, § 4.3.
3, § 4.4.4.
3, § 5; ISO 14011, supra note 3, § 5.
3, § 4.1.
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grated system, the organizational framework of ISO 14001 will
be an ongoing and evolving mechanism dependent on honest and
in-depth understanding of environmental goals, needs, and impacts, as well as the steps necessary to continually attain those
goals. It will ensure that a company has a defined and acceptable
system for compliance with all relevant legislation and regulations, and that the company is committed to continual improvement.69
The first step in designing an acceptable EMS is establishing a
definition of environmental policies and principles." This must
include a commitment to comply with all relevant international,
federal, state, and local environmental regulations, along with any
other requirements potentially affecting corporate action.7 It
must include management's commitment and leadership to the
environmental policy.72 Furthermore, the policy should be "appropriate to the nature, scale and environmental impacts of [the
corporation's] activities, products or services"73 and include a
commitment to continual improvement and pollution prevention.74 Lastly, it should be documented, communicated to all
employees, and open to the public.75
ISO 14004 supplies guidance for the most effective implementation of these requirements. Implementation should include an
initial environmental review to establish not only the corporate
relationship to relevant regulations, but also the potential environmental impact and liabilities of its specific industrial activity, as
well as "the views of interested parties."76 This initial investigation should include a complete evaluation of past and present
systems and performance, including the cause, result, and remedial reaction to any previous incidents of non-compliance.77 This

69. Id.
70. Id. § 4.1.
71. Id. § 4.1(c). "Other requirements" may include industry codes of practice,
agreements with public authorities and non-regulatory guidelines. Id. § A.4.2.2.
72. Id. § 4.1.

73. Id. § 4.1 (a).
74.
75.
76.
77.

Id. § 4.1 (b).
Id. § 4.1(e)-(f).
ISO 14004, supra note 3, § 4.1.3.
Id.
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"establish[es] an overall sense of ... action for an organization.
It sets the overreaching goal as to the level of overall environmental responsibility and performance required of the organiza78
tion, against which all subsequent actions will be judged.
The second step in establishing an ISO 14000 EMS, the planning stage, includes recognition of the corporation's environmental impacts, objectives, and targets, as well as legal and other
requirements. 79 This includes an understanding of all current and
potential environmental impacts resulting from corporate activity."0 It requires recognition of special site-related considerations,
product-related concerns, and vendor-vendee related liability. 8' A
plan should include detailed and specific objectives and targets
which require a commitment to the reduction of waste and the
protection of natural resources, a reduction in the release of
harmful contaminants, product design with environmental impact
considerations, controlled environmental impact of raw material
sourcing, and increased employee awareness of environmental
concerns.82 A comprehensive plan includes statistical goals as
well as general objectives, and clearly defined responsibilities for
meeting established targets.
The third stage of an ISO 14000 EMS is effective implementation. "For effective implementation an organization should develop the capabilities and support mechanisms necessary to achieve
its environmental policy, objectives and targets."84 A corporation
needs to ensure that sufficient human, physical, and financial
resources are committed to implementation and management of
the plan.85 It must insure that all employees have sufficient
training, knowledge, and skills, and that there is sufficient technical and management support. 86 It should include communication
processes which clearly define communication lines within the

78. Id. § 4.1.4.

79. Id. § 4.2.
80. Id. § 4.2.2.
81. Id. § 4.2.4.
82. Id. § 4.2.5.

83. Id.
84. Id. § 4.3.
85. Id. § 4.3.2.1.

86. Id. § 4.3.2.5.
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company regarding the implementation of the plan, any amendments to the plan, and any communication required by the plan
(such as the reporting of environmental impact studies or internal
audits to necessary corporate areas)."
The plan should also include potential communication outside
of the company regarding. reporting requirements.88 It should
include necessary documentation of results and efforts to encourage consistent evaluation and improvements of corporate techniques and performance.89 Specific emergency plans and procedures for dealing with potential incidents and releases should be
included. 90 Accountability and responsibility must be defined in
detail and communicated to all personnel.9 ' Whenever possible,
the plan should be aligned with existing management plans to
minimize disruption. In addition, it must be fully integrated within all existing management principles and all levels of management to ensure company-wide commitment to implementation and
maintenance. 92
The fourth stage of ISO 14000 is measuring, monitoring and
evaluating the corporate performance. 93 This includes clear,
complete, and accurate record keeping, and regular audits of the
EMS. 94 Appropriate environmental indicators need to be defined
and a system of regular internal audits established. 95 These audits should produce results which are quantifiable, objective,
verifiable, and reproducible.96 A clear procedure should be established for investigating and handling non-conformance, including necessary actions for mitigating environmental impact and
initiating remedial and preventive action. 97
The fifth stage is review and continual improvement of the

87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.

Id. §
Id.
Id. §
Id. §
Id. §
Id. §
Id. §
Id. §

4.3.3.1.
4.3.3.2.
4.3.3.4.
4.3.2.3.
4.3.2.2.
4.4.
4.4.5.

95. Id. § 4.4.2.
96. Id.
97. Id. § 4.4.3.
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EMS itself. 98 This review should include reconsideration of environmental objectives, targets, and audit reports, and should evaluate the effectiveness of the EMS, the suitability of the current
policy, and any legislative changes. 99 A proper review would
evaluate remedial actions taken as a result of audits and include
conclusions and findings which can be immediately implemented
to allow for continual improvement within the EMS itself."°
Just as ISO 14004 supplies guidance for effective general implementation of an EMS, ISO 14010-14060 include suggestions
for maintaining other portions of a successful EMS. The standards supply guidance for the general principles for internal auditing of the corporate entity,'' the principles for auditing the
EMS itself,"0 2 qualification for environmental auditors,' 3 for
environmental labelling,"° life cycle assessment, 0 5 and the inclusion of environmental aspects in product standards."° Although the standards that have reached the DIS stage, from ISO
14001 to ISO 14012, have yet to be officially published, they are
expected to pass with minimal changes."
Taken as an integrated system, the standard offers a comprehensive EMS which, if loyally followed, will reduce a
corporation's pollution and potential contamination. It will clearly
define responsibility within the corporation, establish open and
reliable lines of communication both within and outside the corporation, and it will ensure a published commitment to continual

98. Id. § 4.5. Note that this continual improvement requirement is, at the
Canadian Delegation's insistence, confined to the management systems themselves, and not to actual performance. ISO 14000 Update: Draft Global EMS
Standard Approved With Some Changes, Bus. & ENV'T, Mar. 1, 1996.
99. ISO 14004, supra note 3, § 4.5.2.
100. Id. § 4.5.3.

101.
102.
103.
104.
105.
106.

ISO
ISO
ISO
ISO
ISO
ISO

14010, supra note 3, § 1.
14011, supra note 3, § 1.
14012, supra note 3, § 1.
14020, supra note 3, § 1; ISO 14021, supra note 3, § 1.
14040.2, supra note 3, § 1.
14060, supra note 3, § 2.

107. Telephone Interview with John Salmond, Management Consultant, Arthur
Little Co. (Feb. 20, 1996).
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improvement. In the long run it will decrease production costs,
liability, litigation costs, and insurance costs, and increase productivity." 8
II.

THE POSSIBLE IMPACT OF ISO

14000

ON INDUSTRY

ISO 14000 will have a substantial impact on industrial actors
within the United States. Market pressures from environmentally
conscious consumers and investors naturally encourage corporations, whose day-to-day operations involve some risk of environmental liability, to actively pursue preventive measures and an
effective EMS. Moreover, the potential decrease in environmental
liability, and the resultant decrease in litigation and insurance
costs, will further encourage participation in compliance programs. The swelling international recognition of ISO 14000,
coupled with the opportunity ISO 14000 presents as an international and unified approach to environmental management, will
make it the EMS program most widely utilized.
There is already significant internal pressure within corporations to implement some form of effective compliance program
and EMS. The increasing costs of environmental protection, in
contrast to the potential savings from an effective EMS, have
already convinced some corporations that prevention is a cheaper
alternative to clean-up." These savings may be quite considerable. As of 1991, industry and government agencies were spending as much as $120 billion annually to clean-up or treat wastes
after they had been generated."' Hazardous waste disposal and
treatment costs increased an estimated 300% between 1980 and
1990.1"
Adequate prevention plans have been proven to significantly
reduce costs related to hazardous wastes. Prevention is costeffective, reduces the loss of raw material and the need for expensive end of the pipe technology, and reduces the risk of longterm liability." 2 For example, in the first year after Chevron im-

108.
109.
110.
111.
112.

See discussion infra part II.
EPA Pollution Prevention Strategy, 56 Fed. Reg. 7849, 7853 (1991).
Id.
Id.
Id. at 7849.
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plemented new prevention policies, the company saved $3.8
million, and reduced their hazardous waste production by
44%.113 Clairol reduced their waste water by 395 gallons per
day, saving the company $240,000 annually.' 14 One company,
Major Paint, was able to save an estimated $2 million over eight
years through various treatment programs." 5 Such reduction in
clean-up and treatment costs greatly encourages corporations to
pursue an effective EMS.
Further encouragement to implement an adequate EMS comes
from financial institutions, investors, and insurance companies. As
the scope of potential liability grows and extended corporate
liability becomes even more threatening," 6 potential environmental liability becomes more of a concern in investments, insurance, and extended corporate relationships. As a result, many
corporations will seek methods to quantify their environmental
stability to reassure potential creditors, insurers, or corporate
relatives.
While these factors in combination encourage companies to
pursue some form of compliance program and EMS, the pressure
from international markets and foreign governments will encourage most international corporations to adopt ISO 14001 as their
EMS. Many countries have suggested that they will adopt ISO
certification as the officially endorsed EMS and others are contemplating requiring ISO certification
as a prerequisite to pro17
curement of government contracts.
International competition and foreign recognition of ISO 14000
may make certification a necessity for American companies. The
European Union is considering adopting ISO 14000 as fulfillment
of the current EMS requirement in the Eco-Management and
Audit Scheme ("EMAS")."' Mexico and Korea are expected to

113.
114.
115.
116.
117.
118.

Id. at 7853.
Id.
Id.
See discussion infra part III.A. 1.
See infra notes 118-123 and accompanying text.
TIBOR, supra note 9; Columbia, Chile, Argentina Preparefor ISO 14001,
INT'L ENVT'L SYSTEMS UPDATE, July 1, 1995. EMAS is a voluntary environmental program within the European Union aimed at controlling environmental contamination through internal control and pollution prevention. Created in 1995, the
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adopt the standards as a way to encourage and enforce environmental respect regardless of ineffective or non-existent environmental legislation within the host country. 1 9 The United
Kingdom's Ministry of Defense is considering forcing potential
vendors to achieve EMS registration as a requirement for consideration for future contracts. 20 Brazil, Argentina, and Chile may
pressure key industries to achieve ISO 14001 certification as a
method for environmental control,' and Colombia plans to
give preference to ISO certified corporations when awarding
government contracts.'22 Finally, Austria intends to adopt ISO
14001 as the national EMS standard.'23
The drafters of ISO 14000 expect the standard's EMS to provide many benefits. Joe Cascio, head of the United States' delegation to TC 207, predicts that the "ISO 14001 Standard will be
revolutionary. We are approaching environmental management
from a different approach. It is a change of cultures. Environmental concerns will be the concern of every employee ....
[T]he standard will make the single biggest impact on sustainable
development of anything out there."'124 The introduction to the
standards anticipates that an effective EMS will meet customer's
environmental concerns, increase community confidence, meet
investor criteria, meet vendor certification criteria, improve cost
control, limit liability, demonstrate reasonable care, conserve natural resources, facilitate technology development and transfer,
unify corporate policies and improve industry-government relations."z
European Union will review EMAS in 1998 to determine if it should remain
voluntary. For further discussion of EMAS, see International Corporate Environmental Compliance and Auditing Programs, 25 Envtl. L. Rep. (Envtl. L. Inst.)

10395 (1995).
119. TIBOR, supra note 9, at 9.
120. Id. at 10.
121. Id.
122. Columbia, Chile, Argentina Preparefor ISO 14001,
UPDATE, July

INT'L ENVTL.

SYS.

1995, at 1.

123. Id.
124. Heads of U.S., Dutch ISO Delegations Reflect on Oslo Meeting, Daily
Env't Rep. (BNA) July 10, 1995, available in WESTLAW, BNA-DEN Database,
1995 DEN 131 d15 [hereinafter Reflections on Oslo].
125. ISO 14004, supra note 3, § 0.2.
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Previous national and international standardization efforts have
not received significant support, nor have they managed to strike
an acceptable balance between environmental protection and
industrial protection.2 6 Industrial leaders have proposed a ten
year pilot program, describing it as a "living laboratory for better
regulation." '2 7 According to its proponents, it would set "ambitious performance goals that would exceed current standards," but
would allow the corporation to define its own method to achieve
those goals. Independent auditors would observe industry progress, and the goals would remain constant throughout the entire
ten year program."2
Other private sector programs include "Green Track," a program for unified improvement of management standards.'29 Although the specific guidelines have yet to be defined, the stated
goals provide increased flexibility for corporate compliance in
addition to greater environmental excellence. In 1995, nearly
twenty companies met regarding Green Track, and twelve Fortune
100 companies committed to Green Track efforts. 3° In addition,
3M has proposed the "Beyond Compliance" program which is
beyond those
geared towards "environmental improvements far
3'
regulations."'
environmental
existing
by
required
EPA has created its own voluntary environmental management
programs. The Environmental Leadership Program ("ELP") is
designed to target individual facilities, a recent shift from its
original focus on the corporation as a whole, and focuses on
principles which include: (1) "advancing the design of sophisticated environmental management systems"; (2) multi-media compliance assurance; (3) third-party verification; and (4) public
accountability. 132 Additionally, EPA has recently announced
plans for a new program that closely resembles ELP, entitled

126. See Corporate Environmental Excellence Proposals Offer Alternative to
Regulatory Rollback, supra note 25.

127. Id.
128. Id.
129. Id.
130. Id.

131. Id.
132. Id.
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' 3

"Project XL.'
In addition to the industry and agency proposals, national and
international standards organizations, have recognized the need
for unification of management practices within the industry. NSF
International has developed minimum management standards for
34
environmental compliance programs within the United States.
In addition, the American National Standards Institute is developing information workshops to educate United States businesses on
35
management practices and on environmental standardization.
The proposed programs illustrate the basic differences between
industry goals of increased flexibility and greater freedom from
control, and EPA goals of increased environmental commitment
and greater accountability and verification. However, they also
indicate one common goal; to create acceptable management
standards that ensure environmental compliance and protection
while reducing industry's risk of environmental liability.
As this discussion suggests, the probable effect of official publication of ISO 14000 will be significant. A 1995 survey by an
international political and business risk consulting firm discovered
that forty-seven percent of top American executives expect environmental pressure to be the biggest issue facing international
business over the next five years.'36 The survey suggests that
ISO certification may become the common solution to this issue.'37 Of the 115 American and Canadian companies surveyed,
sixty percent stated that third party certification "was important to
133. Id.
134. Diane Egan, A Voluntary Standard for the Green Scene, ELECTRONICS
BUYERS NEWS, Oct. 31, 1994, available in WESTLAW, ELBUYN Database,
1994 WL 3811384.
135. EPA Awards ANSI Grant To Develop Information Workshops On Environmental Standardization,PR NEWSWIRE, Dec. 2, 1994, available in WESTLAW,
PRNEWS Database.
136. Markets and Management ISO 14000: 111 Countries Weigh Enviro Business Standards, AM. POL. NETWORK GREENWIRE, Oct. 16, 1995, available in
WESTLAW, APN-GR Database. Note that these figures differ slightly in other
publications. See Heidi Bittner & Brian Feagans, Special Reports Enviro Management: ConsultantsLook at What's Ahead, AM. POL. NETWORK GREENWIRE, Dec.
22, 1995, available in WESTLAW, APN-GR Database.
137. Markets and Management ISO 14000: 111 Countries Weigh Enviro Business Standards, supra note 136.
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their future success," and sixty-one percent stated that ISO 14001
would offer a "competitive advantage."' 3
The initial support for the standard, however, may be receding.39 Until the effect of ISO 14000 becomes clearer, many industries are waiting to see what and who the driving force behind
certification will be."4 This developing hesitation may be due to
the predicted expense and effort involved in ct-'tification. 4' Industries are hoping that the self-declaration principles included in
ISO 14000142 will allow them to avoid the great cost and effort
involved with third party certification while 43still capturing the advantage of an accepted and effective EMS.
The result is that while the publication of ISO 14000 will have
a positive effect on industry and on the environment, recognition
within United States regulations would be the catalyst and the
"driver" that industry needs. It would further encourage pollution
prevention instead of clean-up, and lead industry to greater selfcompliance and more internal environmental concern. This would
be consistent with EPA and DOJ stated goals and strategies, and
is a necessary and positive step forward. 144
III.

THE ADVANTAGES OF ISO

14000 RECOGNITION

EPA and DOJ incorporation of ISO 14000 within existing
guidelines and procedures would be consistent with the stated
goals and strategies of the federal government, 45 would unify
occasionally inconsistent guidance from the federal govern-

138. Id.
139. Telephone interview with John Salmond, Management Consultant, Arthur
D. Little Co. (Feb. 20, 1996).
140. Id. Salmond noted that the Canadian Pulp and Paper industry seems optimistic and interested in pursuing early certification. Beyond that isolated industry,
however, others seem to be waiting to see how the standard will be received.
141. Id.
142. ISO 9000 included no self-declaration principle.
143. ISO 9000 was cheaper to implement. Telephone interview with Kenneth
Berlin, Partner, Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom, Washington D.C. (Nov.
20, 1995).
144. See infra notes 171-72 and accompanying text.
145. See infra notes 173-75 and accompanying text.
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ment," and would further encourage a commitment to prevention and voluntary environmental protection from within industry47 As such, it should be formally incorporated within the
existing agency guidelines.
This recognition, though, is far from certain. The reliability of
third party certification," the conflict over privacy of internal
environmental audit reports,"4 9 and available review of specific
performance goals set by each corporation seeking to use ISO
certification as mitigation, are areas of concern for regulatory
agencies. 50 While it is not possible to definitively answer questions over the direction that the standards will develop once published and used within industry, this Note argues that there are
sufficient safeguards within the existing regulations, within the
standard itself, and available for inclusion within the incorporating language, to ensure these concerns will not come to fruition.
In short, formal recognition of ISO 14000 could be a move
towards more complete and successful environmental protection

146. See infra notes 176-77 and accompanying text.
147. See infra notes 178-79 and accompanying text.
148. See discussion infra.
149. The debate regarding the privacy of internal environmental audit results is
far from over, and is clearly not a one sided proposition. Government agencies
argue that protection of the results would be unacceptable protection of environmental violators from the very laws created to enforce environmental concern. It
would make the already monumental task of environmental enforcement even
more difficult. See Joe. D. Whitley and Trent B. Speck, Increased Prosecution is
Predicted, NAT'L L.J., Dec. 5, 1994.
Industry, however, argues that without protection from the results of internal audits, corporations cannot risk extensive and necessary examinations of
existing systems. Without these internal exams, corporations cannot adequately
police themselves and commit to improvement of environmental performance.
See Lisa G. Dowden, The Case in Favor of an EnvironmentalAudit Privilege, 29
CHEM. WASTE Lrr. REP., Jan., 1995).
This note does not advocate the protection of audit results nor does it advocate the free access to audit results. It does, however, recognize that necessary
commitment to ISO principles requires this conflict to be settled. Without an
acceptable solution, ISO reporting and documentation requirements will be too
onerous for industry to risk, or will be too lenient for regulatory agencies to
accept.
150. Telephone Interview with Kenneth Berlin, Partner, Skadden, Arps, Slate,
Meagher & Flom, Washington D.C. (Nov. 20, 1995).
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that targets multi-media and point-source prevention. It could
signal a beginning of cooperative efforts at environmental protection and natural resource conservation and would offer more
complete protection and awareness of environmental impact and
concern without sacrificing any enforcement power.
A. The Current System
In order to understand where ISO 14000 belongs within the
current federal framework, it is necessary to understand that
framework. Environmental protection stems, at the federal level,
from two distinct areas. One area is the language and focus of the
specific statutes and the regulations pursuant to those statutes.
The second area, which is most appropriate for ISO recognition,
is agency discretion in enforcement of the regulations.
1. Federal Environmental Statutes
Federal environmental statutes, and the regulations enacted
pursuant to the statutes, are notable for their complexity. The
Federal Register now includes over 20,000 pages of environmental regulations. 1 ' These include potential criminal, civil, private,
and administrative liability for corporate entities, as well as for
corporate officers, shareholders, and owners. 2
Through this expansive regulatory control, corporations have
been found liable for actions of their employees,'53 previous
owners, and even third parties.5 4 Additionally, civil liability has
been imposed on individuals who were directly responsible for
environmental crimes.'
Courts have inferred the requisite

151. TIBOR, supra note 9, at 19.
152. See 42 U.S.C. § 6928, RCRA § 3008 (1989). For more detailed discussion
of the Responsible Corporate Officer Doctrine see Marjorie P. Gabbett, Eroding
the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act's Scienter Requirement Regarding
Responsible Corporate Officers, 14 HAMLINE J. PUB. L. & POL'Y 49 (1993).
153. United States v. MacDonald & Watson Waste Oil Co., 933 F.2d 35 (1st
Cir. 1991); United States v. Hayes Int'l Corp., 786 F.2d 1499 (11th Cir. 1986).
154. Nurad, Inc. v. William & Hopper and Sons, Co., 966 F.2d 837 (4th Cir.
1992).
155. United States v. Sellers, 926 F.2d 410 (5th Cir. 1991).
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knowledge to find corporate officers liable under CERCLA'56
for acts of which they had no actual knowledge.'57 Parent'58
and successor corporations5 9 may be found liable for activities
of relative corporations, and lending institutions have been found
liable where they have sufficient control or authority to control
the offending institution. 6°
This liability has been challenged in numerous fashions. Defendants have challenged the regulations on the grounds that state
laws controlling RCRA 6 ' prosecutions are a violation of the
Dormant Commerce Clause,'6 2 and that the federal regulations
exceed authority granted under the Commerce Clause.'6 3 They
have claimed that the retroactive liability of the statutes is a violation of Due Process requirements,"6 and federal facilities have
challenged liability claiming sovereign immunity. 65 Defendants

156. 42 U.S.C. §§ 9601-75, CERCLA § 101-405 (1994).
157. See generally Kenneth A. Hodson, Sarah N. McGiffert, and Marianne T.
Bayardi, The Prosecution of Corporations and Corporate Officers for Environmental Crimes: Limiting One's Exposure for Environmental Criminal Liability,
34 ARiz. L. REV. 553 (1992).
158. United States v. Kayser-Roth Corp., 910 F.2d 24 (1st Cir. 1990), cert.
denied, 498 U.S. 1084 (1991). But see Joslyn Mfg. Co. v. T.L. James & Co., 893
F.2d 80 (5th Cir. 1990), cert. denied, 498 U.S. 1108 (1991).
159. Anspec Co. v. Johnson Controls, Inc., 922 F.2d 1240 (6th Cir. 1991).
160. United States v. Fleet Factors Corp., 901 F.2d 1550 (11th Cir. 1990), cert.
denied, 498 U.S. 1046 (1991) (affirming the district court's denial of summary
judgment on the grounds that the creditor institution may have asserted sufficient
management authority to be found liable).
161. 42 U.S.C. §§ 6901-92, RCRA §§ 1002-11010 (1994).
162. See, e.g., Chemical Waste Management, Inc. v. Hunt, 504 U.S. 334, 112
S. Ct. 2009 (1992); Fort Gratiot Sanitary Landfill, Inc. v. Michigan Dept. of Natural Resources, 504 U.S. 353, 112 S. Ct. 2019 (1992). See also Philadelphia v.
New Jersey, 437 U.S. 617 (1978).
163. See, e.g., District of Columbia v. Train, 521 F.2d 971 (D.C. Cir. 1975),
vacated on other grounds, 431 U.S. 99 (1977); Missouri v. Indep. Petrochemical
Corp., 17 Envtl. L. Rep. 20,958 (E.D. Mo. Dec. 15, 1986); Leslie Salt Co. v.
Froehlke, 403 F. Supp. 1292 (N.D. Cal. 1974), rev'd in part and modified in
part, 578 F.2d 742 (9th Cir. 1978).
164. United States v. Bliss, 17 Envtl. L. Rep. (Envtl. L. Inst.) 21,217 (E.D.
Mo. 1987).
165. United States Dept. of Energy v. Ohio, 503 U.S. 607 (1992). But see
United States v. Curtis, 988 F.2d 946 (9th Cir. 1993), cert. denied 510 U.S. 862,
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have argued that these regulations constitute an improper delegation of powers to state and executive authorities," 6 and that
the statutes violate the Due Process clause as they are too
vague. 167 They have challenged the standards for allowing
searches and inspections in violation of rights of privacy, 68 and
claimed that prosecutions for both civil and criminal violations
constitute double jeopardy. 69 It has been claimed that the stringent reporting requirements violate Fifth Amendment protection
against self-incrimination, and thus deprives the regulated community of Due Process.7 Almost all of these defenses have
failed.
2. Agency Discretion in Enforcement
Agency control of industrial impact on the environment extends
far beyond the plain language of the statutes. The funding of (or
refusal to fund) grants, the process of securing operating permits,
compliance oversight procedures, prioritization of enforcement,
settlement packages offered, and penalties sought during actions
are just a few of the areas in which EPA and DOJ directly affect
and control environmental industrial impact. Within these areas,
EPA and DOJ are moving away from their historic "commandand-control" regulation towards recognition of prevention and
industrial efforts at compliance.'

114 S. Ct. 177 (1993).
166. South Terminal Corp. v. EPA, 504 F.2d 646 (1st Cir. 1974); United States
v. Mills, 817 F. Supp. 1546 (N.D. Fla. 1993).
167. United States v. Kennecott Copper Corp., 523 F.2d 821 (9th Cir. 1975);
United States v. White, 766 F. Supp. 873 (E.D. Wash. 1991).
168. Dow Chem. Co. v. United States, 476 U.S. 227 (1986); United States v.
Frezzo Bros., Inc., 602 F.2d 1123 (3d Cir. 1979); United States v. Charles
George Trucking Co., 682 F. Supp. 1260 (D. Mass. 1988).
169. United States v. Louisville Edible Oil Prods., Inc., 926 F.2d 584 (6th Cir.
1991), cert. denied, 502 U.S. 859 (1991); United States v. Alder Creek Water
Co., 823 F.2d 343 (9th Cir. 1987). But see United States v. Hugo Key & Son,
Inc., 672 F. Supp. 656 (D.R.I. 1987).
170. United States v. Tivian Lab., Inc., 589 F.2d 49 (1st Cir. 1978), cert. denied, 442 U.S. 942 (1979).
171. See Environmental Protection Agency Pollution Prevention Strategy, 56
Fed. Reg. 7849 (1991) [hereinafter EPA Strategy].
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Between 1986 and the present, EPA and DOJ have made a
concerted effort to expand the traditional end of the pipe, single
media regulatory framework to include cross-media prevention at
its source. 17 2 During that time, EPA, DOJ and other executive
agencies took steps to recognize and encourage internal, voluntary
efforts at compliance and prevention. As such, EPA and DOJ
recognition of ISO 14000 would be consistent with the published
goals of federal environmental policy and would further protect
the environment and natural sources without sacrificing enforcement capability.
B. EPA Goals and Policies
In 1991, EPA officially announced its intent to broaden the
scope of its environmental protection to include encouragement of
preventive measures." "Because EPA believes that pollution
prevention can benefit both the environment and the economy,
the Agency's policy will be designed to maximize private sector
initiative by working with industry to achieve reasonable prevention goals".'74 The general operating principles for this new policy include expanded public participation through labeling and
enlarged public databases, amending existing regulations and
permits to consider further incentives for prevention, and recognition of pollution prevention in settlements.'75
EPA had already begun to recognize the need for voluntary
compliance measures through increased protection of internal
environmental audit results. Prior to 1986, courts had held that
results of these audits, done in an attempt to determine potential
areas of non-compliance and to target future improvement, were
not protected from discovery or disclosure.' 76 As a result, if a
corporation were successful in targeting a potential area of noncompliance, that information could be used by DOJ and EPA to
initiate action against that corporation and any responsible corpo-

172. See discussion infra notes 177-92 and accompanying text.
173. EPA Strategy, supra note 171.
174. Id. at 7850.
175. Id.
176. Edward F. Novak & Charles W. Steese, Survey of Federal and State
Environmental Crime Legislation, 34 ARIZ. L. REV. 571 (1992).
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rate actors.
In 1986, EPA published its first formal policy concerning disclosure of voluntary internal environmental audits.' 77 This policy stated that EPA "[e]ncourages regulated entities to develop,
implement and upgrade environmental auditing programs,"' 78
and it outlined the elements of an effective audit program. 7 9
Specifically, the policy stated that EPA recognized the necessity
for ensured privacy and that audit reports would not be requested
unless EPA determined it necessary "to accomplish a statutory
mission, or where the government deems it to be material to a
criminal investigation."' 80 However, the policy also clearly established that internal audits could not be used to shield information otherwise reportable and/or accessible to EPA.' While this
policy seemed to offer greater protection to corporations regarding internal audits, "actual practice indicate[d] that in many investigations,
audit reports [we]re requested by EPA and/or
,, 2
DOJ. 918

In 1995, EPA revised its 1986 audit policy with a new policy
which not only restated the intended protection of voluntary internal audits, but also attempted to supply encouragement for certain
management practices. The agency said that it would "eliminate
all of the gravity component of the penalty for violations by
regulated entities that meet conditions" outlined in the statement. 83 In order to qualify for this treatment, regulated entities
must satisfy seven conditions: 1) the violations must be discovered through a voluntary audit appropriate in size and scope for
the entity; 2) the violation must be reported to all necessary state

177. TIBOR, supra note 9, at 219.
178. Environmental Protection Agency, Environmental Auditing Final Policy
Statement, 51 Fed. Reg. 25,004 (1986).
179. Id.
180. Id. at 25,007.
181. Id.
182. David T. Buente, et al., DEVELOPING AND IMPLEMENTING AN ENVIRONMENTAL CORPORATE

COMPLIANCE

PROGRAM,

ALI-ABA

COURSE OF STUDY

C868 ALI-ABA 85, Oct. 7, 1993.
183. Environmental Protection Agency, Voluntary Environmental Self-Policing
and Self-Disclosure Interim Policy Statement, 60 Fed. Reg. 16,875, 16,877
(II)(C)(1)(a) (1995) [hereinafter Interim Policy Statement].
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and federal bodies without pressure from pending suit or prosecution; 3) the violation must be promptly corrected (within 60 days,
or more if needed); 4) the entity must immediately remedy any
imminent or substantial danger to human health or the environment; 5) the entity must take all appropriate steps to prevent the
recurrence of the harm; 6) the violation must not have been the
result of a lack of appropriate safe-guards; and 7) the offending
body must fully cooperate with EPA in ensuring these conditions
are met.'84
In addition to complete elimination of the gravity element for
corporations satisfying the seven criteria, the EPA stated it would
reduce punitive penalties by as much as 75% for companies that
meet most, but not all, of the requirements.' 85 EPA still, however, retains the right to recover any financial gain resulting from
non-compliance to ensure that the entity does not profit from its
non-compliance. 8 6 EPA also agreed to limit the criminal referrals to the DOJ for entities satisfying the same seven criteria, as
long as the violation is not one of certain serious violations. 87
Finally, the guideline establishes that EPA will not request audit
reports to initiate a civil or criminal investigation.'
An effective audit policy, as defined by EPA, includes explicit
top management support, independence of auditing from the facilities audited, adequate staffing and auditor training, "explicit
audit program objectives, scope, resources and frequency", collection and analysis of the resulting information, preparation of
clear and timely written reports regarding the audit, and quality
assurances for the audits. 89

184. Id. at (II)(B)(1)-(7).
185. Id. at (II)(C)(1)(b).
186. Id. at (II)(C)(1)(c).
187. Id. at (II)(D)(l). Those serious violations include: a prevalent corporate
management philosophy or practice that concealed or condoned environmental
violations; high level corporate officials' or managers' conscious involvement in,
or willful blindness to, the violation; or serious actual harm to human health or
the environment. Id.
188. Id. at (II)(E)(1).
189. Restatement of Policies Related to Environmental Auditing, 59 Fed, Reg.
38,455, 38,456-57 (1994).
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C. DOJ Policies and Procedures
The DOJ guidance documents also recognize the necessity of
voluntary compliance, including preventive measures."g They
allow discretion for prosecutors in determining which entities to
pursue and which of their violations merit criminal prosecution.
"It is the policy of the DOJ to encourage self-auditing, self-policing, and voluntary disclosure of environmental violations by the
regulated community by indicating that these activities are viewed
as mitigating factors in the department's exercise of criminal
enforcement discretion."19 ' Factors that DOJ considers in determining the appropriate action include voluntary disclosure, cooperation, preventive measures and compliance programs, pervasiveness of non-compliance, existence of internal disciplinary procedures, and subsequent compliance efforts to remedy any ongoing
non-compliance.192
D. Federal Sentencing Guidelines
The Federal Sentencing Guidelines recognize the value of compliance programs and voluntary internal audits and offer significant incentives towards implementation of effective compliance
measures. Some specifically delineated situations allow downward
departures, or further mitigation of sentences. The guidelines,
however, require due diligence, as well as voluntary and timely
self-disclosure.' 93 They also require established compliance standards, well-defined responsibility within the organization, appropriate communication with all employees, reasonable steps towards achievement of compliance with its standards, consistent
enforcement with appropriate disciplinary measures, and taking
appropriate steps to remedy a violation after it has been discovered.'94
190. Factors in Decisions on Criminal Prosecutions for Environmental Violations in the Context of Significant Voluntary Compliance or Disclosure Efforts by
Violator, July 1, 1991 [hereinafter DOJ Factors].
191. Id.
192. Id.
193. Amendments to the Sentencing Guidelines for the United States, 56 Fed.
Reg. 22,762, 22,788 (1991).
194. Id.
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E. Other FederalAgencies
There have been other federal measures taken that have been
aimed at encouragement of substantial self-compliance measures
and focused on prevention instead of clean-up. EPA has published a policy on compliance incentives for small businesses,
establishing that it
will exercise its discretion, under applicable media-specific policies, to refrain from initiating an enforcement action seeking civil
penalties, or to mitigate civil penalties, whenever a small business
makes a good faith effort to comply with environmental requirements and where there is no criminal behavior and no significant
health, safety or environmental threat. 95
Additionally, the Office of Management and Budget ("OMB")
stated that "it is the policy of the Federal Government in its procurement and regulatory activities to... [riely on voluntary
standards, both domestic and international, whenever feasible and
consistent with the law and regulation pursuant to law."' 96 Voluntary standards should be adopted and used by Federal agencies
if they are consistent with applicable laws and regulations, and
these standards should be considered in procurement and regulatory applications.' 97
In 1993, President Clinton established by executive order that
all Federal agencies should favor environmentally preferable
products and services during procurement, and should establish
preference programs favoring such products. 9 ' ISO 14001 certification will ensure that a registrant has an established and published policy to comply with relevant environmental laws, and
that reasonable steps have been taken to ensure the application
and use of that policy.' Thus, having preference for products

195. Interim Policy on Compliance Incentives for Small Businesses, 60 Fed.
Reg. 32,675, 32,676 (1995).
196. Revision of OMB Circular No. A- 119, Notice of Implementation, 58 Fed.
Reg. 57,643, 57,645 (1993).
197. Id.
198. Exec. Order No. 12,873, 58 Fed. Reg. 54,911 (1993).
199. See supra part II.
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and services generated by an ISO certified entity would encourage environmental protection and would be consistent with existing federal policy.
F. Concerns with the Current Schemes
The guidance documents of EPA, DOJ and the Federal Sentencing Commission are steps in the right direction. They are not,
however, sufficient answers. EPA guidance documents still leave
room for conflict between industrial and judicial or administrative
interpretations of vague terms and phrases. The document offers
no substantive guidance as to what constitutes an audit that is
"appropriate in size and scope." 2" It does not define what a
"substantial endangerment to human health or the environment"' O' is, and which threats are not "imminent."' 2 Also, the
2 3
document does not define "appropriate safe-guards," or "full"
cooperation."' In short, while it offers substantial support for
sufficient compliance measures, it does not define those measures.
The DOJ guidance documents are equally inadequate. They
leave the final decision on whether to demand the results of internal audits for prosecution, or what penalties will be sought to the
discretion of prosecutors. Thus, while self-audits, compliance,
management systems, and preventive actions may greatly reduce
potential liability, the opposite is also possible. The DOJ guidance documents offer recognition of "preventive measures and
compliance programs."2 ' However, they offer little indication
of what is and is not acceptable. The requisite level of cooperation, and "sufficient" preventive measures and compliance programs are also subject to differing interpretations.
The lack of clarity and the uncertainty in defining what type of
internal document is protected and what is not, in combination
with the incongruities among the varying policies and the shifting

200. See Interim Policy Statement, supra note 183, at (II)(B)(1).
201. See id. at (II)(B)(4).

202. Id.
203. Id. at (II)(B)(6).
204. Id. at (II)(B)(7).

205. See DOJ Factors,supra note 190.
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levels at which each document is applied to corporations, removes much of the positive effects of recognizing compliance
initiatives. Unifying the federal guidance documents by incorporating ISO 14001 certification within the enforcement prioritization of the EPA and DOJ, the penalties sought, and settlement
packages offered, will remedy the problems associated with the
use of internal documents without weakening the current regulatory control of the environment.
G. The Benefits of Adopting ISO 14000
ISO 14001 certification should be incorporated within the relevant guidelines published by the regulatory agencies as an
available and voluntary method for compliance with certain regulatory requirements. The incorporation would be consistent with
current trends in regulation and in the stated policy and goals of
the various regulating agencies. ISO 14001 certification would
satisfy almost all of the criteria established by DOJ,2 ° EPA," 7
and the Federal Sentencing Guidelines," 8 and would show that
a corporation had significantly addressed, if not satisfied, the remaining criteria. ISO certification would act as affinmative proof
that a corporation had done a voluntary internal audit appropriate
in size and scope, 2' that it had reported any discovered violation without pressure from threatened or potential prosecution,
and that the potential violation was not the result of the lack of
appropriate safeguards." 0 Certification would also address, although not necessarily satisfy, the requirement that the violation
was promptly remedied, recurrence was prevented and that the
corporation fully cooperated with EPA.21
Federal adoption of ISO 14000 certification would assure that
each corporation had explicit top-management support and commitment to environmental audits,2" 2 that the auditor was fully
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independent from the corporation being audited,213 that the corporation had explicit objectives, scope, resources and frequency
for each audit,2 4 and that there was sufficient collection and
analysis of the results.2" 5 It would suggest that a corporation had
adequate staffing and auditor training,216 and that it had received
timely, written reports.1 7
Moreover, federal adoption of ISO 14000 certification would
also establish that the corporation exhibited due diligence, had
disclosed in a voluntary and timely manner, had established compliance measures, had well defined responsibility within the organization, had appropriate communication within the corporation,
had taken reasonable steps to achieve compliance, had consistent
enforcement within the corporation, and had taken steps to remedy any discovered violations."' In short, with a few exceptions
that are easily remedied through careful crafting of the incorporating language, ISO 14001 certification accomplishes the very
goals which each agency has published.
H. Potential Concerns with the Adoption of ISO 14000
Opponents of the standards as federally endorsed management
practices claim that the standard: (a) creates loop-holes and liability escape clauses for guilty corporations and guilty corporate
actors; (b) is the equivalent to agency capture, allowing industry
to effectively define its own regulation; (c) is a less stringent
standard than necessary; and (d) is unnecessary for federal recognition, as the benefits of the standards can be felt without risking
any government involvement.
These concerns, however, are ultimately without merit. Each
can either be remedied with a carefully tailored policy incorporating the new standards into existing policies, or is simply an unnecessary concern.
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1. Loop-holes and escape clauses
A natural concern when amending regulations is that the
amendments will remove the teeth of the regulations. Some opponents feel that allowing clearly defined mitigation of penalties or
re-prioritizing enforcement according to pre-arranged and easily
controlled criteria will simply allow guilty parties to escape liability for their actions. These concerns, however, are without merit.
Cases which have found no liability for corporate actors have
generated concern that judicial interpretation may be allowing
guilty parties to escape liability. It has been argued that by allowing corporate officers to avoid liability in certain cases, such as
United States v. White, 219 United States v. Speach,22 ' and United States v. MacDonald & Watson Waste Oil Co.,22' courts
have greatly limited the effectiveness of RCRA 2 In each case,
corporate officers were absolved of liability based on the finding
that they were unaware of their illegal actions.22 3 Gabbett explained that by allowing these parties to avoid liability based on a
lack of knowledge the court was advocating ignorance and creating a disingenuous escape hatch for guilty corporate actors.224
ISO 14000 certification might have prevented the initial environmental contamination because of the comprehensive education,
training and awareness of all employees required by the standards. If the contamination did occur, the clearly defined corporate communication lines, the definition of responsibilities, and
the pre-certification analysis would have established which officers were aware of the illegal actions, and which could therefore
be held accountable.
2. Agency Capture
Federal recognition of ISO 14000 could be considered the
equivalent to "agency capture." To allow industry too great a say
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in its own regulatory control could limit the effectiveness of the
current regulations. Indeed, the United States representatives to
ISO included more than 40 national and multinational companies
for every government agency. 5 In addition, while the standards
require EMS and compliance programs, they do not specify what
those programs should be. Because of the wide variety of industries affected by ISO 14000, ISO leaves the actual standard writing to the individual companies. As one corporate executive said
in discussing ISO 9000 quality certification, "[i]f you were producing terrible quality before certification and wrote down how
you did it, you can produce 'acceptable' terrible quality after'
wards."226
Moreover, there is no indication of who the ISO 14000 certifying body should be. ISO itself is not a certifying body, and private industry would understandably balk at any hint that EPA or
any related agency should be responsible for the certification. At
the same time, it is unlikely that EPA will easily accept private
certification. This would increase the possibility that industry
would become self-regulatory.
These concerns, however, are relevant only in the event that
ISO 14000 is adopted for recognition beyond mitigation and
proof of an appropriate and acceptable corporate compliance
policy. If the standard acts as proof of good faith and due diligence, it does not absolve liability, nor avoid liability in cases in
which it would otherwise exist. If a corporation has a sufficient
EMS program to become ISO certified, then it can also be held
accountable for actual knowledge of potential threats. In the event
that the corporation does not deal in an effective and timely manner with the threats, then the damage will be deemed intentional,
and the good faith and due diligence will be effectively rebutted.
While the concern with the nature of the certification body is
legitimate, the experience of ISO 9000 suggests that the certification process can be effective and can ensure appropriate compli-

225. EPA Awards ANSI Grant to Develop Information Workshops on Environmental Standardization, PR NEWSWIRE, Dec. 2, 1994, available in WESTLAW,
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ance with ISO requirements. For example, in 1992 the failure rate
for third party registration with ISO 9000 was 70%.227 Thus,
offering recognition of ISO registration only to those companies
certified by independent third parties can help protect against
agency capture.
In addition, Federal adoption of ISO 14000 can include significant encouragement that each corporation seeking ISO certification seek out only similarly certified vendors and vendees. The
increased market pressure should effectively decrease the likelihood of contamination due to third party error, and should also
increase the awareness and desire of non-certified companies to
seek registration. As a result, not only will industry be unable to
effectively 'capture' its own regulation, but the government will
be able to apply significant additional control over parties not involved in the certification process.
3. Potential Weakness of the Standards
Currently, EPA and DOJ recognize the necessity for compliance incentives and protection of voluntary internal environmental
audits. In addition, the Federal Sentencing Guidelines recognize
compliance programs and voluntary disclosure as mitigation of
penalties.228 However ISO 14000, as proposed, is less stringent
than the regulations in several areas. For example, ISO 14000
lacks performance guarantees, timing requirements for remedial
action, and internal disciplinary requirements, and contains weak
reporting requirements.
Some executives feel that their experience with ISO 9000 exposes the potential weakness of a standard which, like ISO
14000, controls process only. In a survey regarding the effect of
ISO 9000 on the Paper and Pulp industry, a respondent, in reflecting on the standards' lack of performance qualifications,
stated that "[b]asically, the standards require a company to document what it does, do what it documents, review the process, and
change it when necessary. 229 Or, as another respondent ex227. Id.
228. Amendments to the Sentencing Guidelines for United States Courts, 56
Fed. Reg. 22,762 (1991).
229. TIBOR, supra note 9, at 30.
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plained, "a3 concrete life vest manufacturer could be ISO 9000
2
certified. 1
Others, like the European Environment Bureau ("EEB"), consider the standards to be a step backwards."' The EEB is unsatisfied with the weak reporting requirements and the lack of defined performance goals. In addition, the European Union has
objected to the failure to include audit disclosure requirements in
ISO 14000.232 As a result, even with the less stringent European
environmental regulations, the European Community is considering adoption of ISO 14000 only as a fulfillment of their EMS
requirements under EMAS if a European annex is included. 33
Incorporating ISO 14000 as a supplement to the existing EPA
and DOJ regulations will answer any concerns regarding the
process only requirements. The policy documents can require, in
addition to ISO certification, corporate provisions for protection
of whistle-blowers, internal disciplinary measures, and that the
remedial action adopted by the corporation in response to audits,
pre-certification inspections, or subsequent incidents, be made in
a timely and effective manner. In practice, where the existing
regulations are silent (i.e. definition of appropriate procedures and
management policies) the standards will be dominant. In areas
where the existing regulations have established requirements, the
regulations will continue to control.
4. Market Force Motivation
Possibly the most compelling argument against federal adoption
of ISO 14000 as regulatory mitigation is that the free market may
make it
unnecessary. The commercial value of being certified as
2 34
'green'
will encourage, if not compel, corporations to get ISO

230. ISO 9000 Standards Dominate Mill Quality Efforts in North America,
supra note 48, at 51.
231. Group Faults U.S. Stance in EMAS Talks, Daily Env't Rep., Nov. 2,
1995, available in WESTLAW, 1995 DEN 212 d23.
232. Id.
233. Id.
234. See generally Mary Powers, ISO's New Global Enviro Specs Seen Creating Major New Consulting Market, HAZARDOUS WASTE Bus., July 12, 1995,
available in WESTLAW, 1995 WL 8147760.
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certified.235 In a survey of 260 Canadian and American companies, executives23 6 suggested that the main motivation for ISO
9000 certification was competitive advantage.237 Specifically,
62% suggested they would seek certification and 63% felt it
would offer a competitive advantage for them, while only 35%
felt it would actually improve quality.238 Thus, it could be argued that any positive benefits resulting from the standard will
occur even in the event the government chooses to ignore the
standard completely.
This argument, however, ignores the possibility that federal
adoption of the standards would greatly increase the pressure to
certify. Through regulatory recognition, government procurement
policies, and general endorsement statements, the United States is
in a position to actively encourage industry wide initiative to care
for the environment. Through adoption of ISO 14000, the federal
government could act as watchdog on the industry and on the
certification procedure. It could also take an active part in the
adoption of strong, effective environmental protection that industry itself is in favor of. Through carefully constructed adoption
and incorporation of the unified international standards, the United States can receive all of the positive benefits of the system,
without a great risk of the negative consequences.
5. Other Concerns
There is also a concern that an improper use of these standards
can become a violation of international trading regulations. The
Uruguay round discussions of GATT adopted the Agreement on
Technical Barriers to Trade. 39 Technically, if these standards

235. Barbara Mooney, Environmental Partner to ISO 9000 in the Works,
CLEV. Bus., Nov. 21, 1994, available in WESTLAW, 1994 WL
3014141.
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the final results. See Bittner & Feagons, supra note 136, at 51.
237. See id.
238. Id.
239. "Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade", RESULTS OF THE URUGUAY
CRAINS

ROUND NEGOTIATIONS: FINAL ACT EMBODYING THE RESULTS OF THE URUGUAY
ROUND OF MULTILATERAL TRADE NEGOTIATIONS (1994).
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are adopted as affirmative requirements for trade in the United
States, lesser developed countries that lack the necessary technology, national economy and market, or ability to properly. adhere
to ISO standards could be precluded from our market. This preclusion could be seen as a barrier to trade for these lesser developed countries, and could be a violation of GATT. Although
recent decisions and interpretations of GAIT suggest that this is
a concern without merit," it is another potential hurdle.
It is also important to note that while the government's discomfort with these standards seems predictable, not all of industry
considers the standards to be the perfect answer.24 1 Some feel
the reporting requirements, even though they are less than EPA
would like, would still create too great a risk of generating liability, and would open the door for potential prosecution.242 Even
if EPA and DOJ were to continue their commitment to respecting
the results of internal audits, U.S. environmental regulations allow
private rights of action against corporations in many circumstances. "We have to live with the reality in the US of an incredible enforcement system that allows citizens to have access and,
essentially, the power to prosecute the laws."243 Because of this
immense threat of liability resulting from private or public litigation, industry is hesitant to endorse even these less stringent
reporting requirements. 2"
While the concerns of industry in regards to the reporting requirements contained in ISO 14000 are legitimate, they are no
more dangerous to industry than the present scheme. The audit
protection policies that currently protect reports should offer the
same protection to ISO generated reports. While this is admittedly not a perfect solution, it does offer protection similar to
current policy while a more amenable solution is worked out.
Finally, smaller businesses are concerned that the burden of
certification and onerous EMS programs will be overly harsh on
240. For a full discussion of GATT"obligations, see PAUL B. STEPHAN, III, ET
AL., INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS, 750-51 (1993).
241. Telephone interview with Kenneth Berlin, Partner, Skadden, Arps, Slate,
Meagher & Flom (Nov. 20, 1995).
242. Id.
243. Reflections on Oslo, supra note 124.
244. Id.
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their attempts to operate within a larger market. 45 Yet, as one
ISO author contends, "a mechanic with three employees ...
could write a policy in about three minutes on the back of a
matchbook."2" Still, the general questions regarding the increased costs associated with comprehensive compliance programs have yet to be answered.
CONCLUSION

Federal adoption of ISO 14000, with various provisos, would
allow the United States to actively advocate environmental awareness within its own borders as well as internationally. Each certified company will lessen its general pollution output, as well as
the accidental hazardous releases. ISO 14000 should help reduce
compliance confusion within the industry through unification of
corporate policies. Recognizing ISO 14000 as satisfaction of
regulatory requirements for good faith, due diligence, and sufficient compliance procedures would encourage corporations to
become ISO certified, and therefore further encourage environmental awareness.
ISO 14000 offers the first unified international environmental
management systems standard. It ensures that all certified corporations will have clearly defined lines of communication, complete and accurate awareness of all federal, state and local regulations, and clearly defined responsibilities. It will compel companies to make comprehensive, in-depth investigation into their
past, present and future environmental procedures. It will lower
operating costs as potential liability decreases and will lower
insurance rates and investment risks. It will reconcile conflicting
requirements, and it will offer some clear and much needed direction from government and environmental agencies. Most importantly, ISO 14000 will ensure greater compliance with environmental regulations.
The concerns with ISO 14000 are legitimate. However, through
a balanced and comprehensive recognition of ISO 14000, in combination with many of the existing controls, these concerns can
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become assets. ISO 14000 should be adopted in concert with
existing policy, should require third party certification, should
include significant encouragement for certified corporations to
deal solely with other certified corporations, and should offer
similar protection to ISO generated reports as it does to current
reports. ISO 14000 should be incorporated in existing federal
regulatory framework as an adequate and appropriate compliance
program, as positive good faith, due diligence and proof of corporate intent.

